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BELLE REBELLE TAKES NICHE BRANDS TO 
A NEW AREA OF BERLIN

Beauty rebel

One of the latest perfumery additions to the Berlin retail scene is Belle Rebelle, a beauty store that specialises in niche 
brands from all over the world, such as Profvmvm Roma, Nasomatto and Mona di Orio.

Corinna Mosler-Jakobsohn opened her store in October 2012 and already has devoted fans throughout Germany and even 
in Austria. German Vogue has written about the perfumery as has German newspaper Die Zeit. Belle Rebelle is also well 
known among the online perfume fan community thanks to its exclusive line-up.

Belle Rebelle has put a range of exclusive 
fragrance brands under Berliners’ noses

•	 Belle Rebelle offers a mix of niche fragrance, skincare 
and make-up brands 

•	 The perfumery is located in the West of the city, rather 
than the usual Eastern neighbourhoods 

•	 It attracts beauty enthusiasts from as far away as 
Austria 
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Location is key

Belle Rebelle is located in the middle of Bleibtreustrasse, one of the most beautiful streets in Charlottenburg. The street 
has a good mixture of residential and retail properties, rents are high and the people who live here tend to be well off.

Neighbours include exclusive fashion boutiques, bistros and bars, speciality stores and upmarket delicatessens. It’s a great 
location for such an individual perfumery. What’s more, there are few independents that carry niche fragrances in this 
locale. Most premium beauty retailers have opted for the Eastern neighbourhoods of Mitte or Prenzlauer Berg.

Luxury design

Davide Rizzo designed the interior of the store, and the Swiss-Italian architect has created an elegant and understated 
space, with dark and glossy surfaces and back-lit shelves.

The 30 sqm store is compact to say the least, but it nonetheless stocks 40 premium brands. The line-up includes 
fragrance labels Agonist, S4P, Atelier Flou, Keiko Mecheri, Maria Lux, Jovoy Paris, J.F. Schwarzlose and David Mallett. 
The skincare brands are RéVive, Rodial and Sepai – Sepai is one of the store’s bestsellers – and the colour cosmetics are 
supplied by Laura Mercier and Face Stockholm. 

Mosler-Jakobsohn has recently added Spagyric Beauty Organic Skin Care to the shelves. The face care brand from 
Munich is based on the European Spagyric herbalist tradition – the manufacture of herbal essences and ingredients using 
alchemical principles.
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Most of the brands carry a hefty price tag. The most expensive product is a serum from RéVive priced €600. Most of the 
fragrances retail at the €120 mark.

Brand balance

Mosler-Jakobsohn sources her brands while travelling and attending niche brand trade shows. Most of the fragrances are 
from small and independent manufacturers or have a very limited distribution in Germany. Some brands are exclusive to 
Belle	Rebelle,	which	has	helped	the	store	build	up	a	high	profile	in	just	a	few	months.

However, Belle Rebelle also stocks better known beauty brands such as Molton Brown. These help to draw in walk-in 
customers and ensure that the store’s clientele remains diverse. Its  proximity to Kurfürstendamm and Savignyplatz 
means	that	many	tourists	walk	past,	and	this	is	bound	to	increase	with	the	ongoing	rejuvenation	of	this	part	of	Western	
Berlin.

Online presence

In a few months Belle Rebelle will launch an online store. Online beauty shopping has really taken off in Germany, 
especially for premium cosmetics and little known brands, so it makes sense to offer clients an additional retail channel.

Belle Rebelle prides itself on its thorough customer consultation, and plans to replicate this approach in its online offer. 
Customers can order samples online, get information about fragrances, ingredients and manufacturers, or receive a 
consultation over the phone. This will sit well with the store’s lively Facebook presence and well designed blog.
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Niche perfumes are a distinct trend in Germany’s fragrance market and sales of 
small, independent labels have been booming 

Although the bulk of fragrance turnover still comes from the big international brands 
bought in mainstream perfumery chains like Douglas or Diamant, there  is a small but 
growing	group	of	perfume	lovers	willing	to	invest	serious	time	and	money	in	finding	a	
fragrance.

These consumer want high quality and individualistic perfumes with unusual notes, the 
very customer group that Belle Rebelle has successfully tapped into. The challenge will be 
to keep the line-up fresh and exciting. An ever bigger challenge would be to replicate the 
store in other cities, building up a network of boutiques designed and stocked to suit their 
neighbourhoods. If that challenge is met, Germany could have a SpaceNK on its hands.

What’s next?
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